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Gearing Up for Fall Classes Registration
BY CALEB DULIS

Staff Writer

Fall registration begins for upper- said, allowing students to take advantage
year students next week, on Monday the law school's diverse curriculum and be
March 15. That Thursday, March 18, "wise consumers" in setting their sched
lLs will start their inaugural registra ules. The sessions feature both deans and
tion period. This week and the next, the section's professors. The first part of
the session will feature
the George Washington
a basic introduction to
University Law School
"Students can be
the registration process.
Records Office, in con
pleased to know the
The latter part consists
junction with the Office
of Student Affairs, will
amount of effort that of the professors giv
ing their opinions and
put on a variety of advis
goes into fixing the
advice.
ing events, including an
Dean DeVigne
Academic Advising Fair,
schedule"
said that the professors
1L section-based group
bring diverse approach
advising sessions, and
es to their advice. She
walk-in individual advis
ing sessions. The walk-in sessions will be said that on topics such as whether to take
held in the Records Distribution Center classes geared toward bar exam topics,
outside the Records Office in two-hour some will advise focusing on those classes,
sessions each day during the two weeks while others "say bar-shmar," suggesting
of the registration period. There will also that students should take a mix of classes
be individual by-appointment advising focused on what they're interested in.
The Academic Advising Fair, in the
sessions for joint-degree students, as well
Great Room from 2:30-6:00 on Wednes
as a Clinic Open House on Tuesday.
Associate Dean for Student Affairs day, will feature professors, deans, and
Renee DeVigne said that the group ses personnel from the Career Development
sions are designed to give lLs "the nuts

and bolts" of the registration process. "We
want to make sure that everybody gets the
same baseline" going into registration, she

to help advise students. The available in
formation will include sample schedules
to help students map out their 2L year.

BY HEATHER BENTON

Staff Writer
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Gearing Up for Fall
Classes Registration
1L Moot Court

Although appellate arguments are
mandatory, competing in the competition
is not. But everyone encourages you to
sign up for the competition even if you
aren't interested. And I say, sign up for it
and do it since you have to moot anyway,
but remember that the competition is just
as subjective as every other skills board
competition at this school. Your real
grade comes from your professor. So keep
in mind as you sign up for the moot court
competition, that you are being judged by
fellow students who each come equipped
with their own personal beliefs and biases.
It is an unfortunate reality of the GW
skills board system. If your professor
says you've done an awesome job, take it
and don't worry about the student judges.

computer system has never
See Fall on Page 4

You could end up with a low score simply terview. Sadly, some recent winners don't
because they didn't like that pinstripe suit even have employment yet. So don't take
or perhaps your voice is a bit too nasally. it too hard if you don't make the board
On the other hand, if your professor said and if you're not interested.. .even better.
that you've failed miserably, remember But if you are a person that consistently
that the oral arguments are barely worth finds your palms dripping with sweat
and fighting back nausea
enough to boost your
here are some tips to help
grade. The whole point
Remember, this is a
make things easier.
of this is to learn how
1L
right
of
passage
1. Know your
to advocate for a client.
topic:
When I say know
and the hype...well,
But if this is or has been
your topic, that means
your life long goal, then
it's just hype. Moot
know it cold. Backwards
maybe you have some
and forwards. Know the
court
will
not
make
or
work to do to get there
cases and the facts. It's
and completely freak break your law school
easier not to get tripped
ing out will be totally
career.
up if you already have
worth it.
the information in your
—m
The question rehead and you don't have
mains: is the moot court
to keep looking at your
competition worth all
outline.
the hype? In this author's humble opin
2. Outline your argument: Every
ion. ..probably not. It's a great experience,
one
has
a different approach, but it's best
but it's not something you need to spend
to
have
an
outline of your argument rather
a week prepping for. It's subjective and a
than
a
completely
written out argument.
1L right of passage, and if you don't make
You
may
find
that
you
will get interrupted
it this year there are plenty of other op
or
asked
to
proceed
on
a topic out of or
portunities to compete and make the moot
der.
It's
easier
to
keep
track
of where you
court board. And moot court alone won't
See Moot on Page 6
get you a job, it's not even a guaranteed in
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be an exam or a paper - and the sched
ule for exams. The information will be
presented at the advising sessions and is
also available online on the Records Office
website. According to Dean DeVigne, that
information shows the effort that has gone
into putting together next year's schedule.
"Students can be pleased to know the
amount of effort that goes into fixing the
schedule," she said, specifically prais
ing Dean Gregory Maggs
for his work. She also said
the schedule shows "how
diverse and excellent the
curriculum at GW is."
Registration is con
ducted through GWeb and
does not operate on a com
puterized lottery basis, rather
than first-come, first-served.
Because of this, students
are under no time pressure
to complete the registration
process at the beginning
of their window and can
even register in person in
the Records Office or via
fax. Dean DeVigne said the

Office, among others, all coming together

1L Moot Court
Competition: Worth
All the Hype?
Do you find that the mere though of
moot court makes your hands so sweaty
that the words on the page smear? Do
your knees sway simply hearing the word
moot? Did you pass out last time during
your oral arguments for motion for sum
mary judgment? If that sounds familiar
then you're probably suffering from moot
court anxiety. With the 1L moot court
competition just around the corner it is
likely that some of you lLs are experienc
ing some of these symptoms. If you want
to be along-term mooter or simply like to
hear yourself talk, then perhaps this article
will be useless to you. For the rest of you,
have no fear! I'mhere to help assuage your
fears and help you figure out if moot court
is really worth all the stress.

The fair will also include a drawing, with
the grand prize being priority selections
for every class - meaning that the win
ning student will not be bumped from the
classes they select.
The Records Office provides com
plete information on the classes provided
during the Fall Semester, including syl
labi; complete schedules, the type of
evaluation a course requires - whether it

Night Court
Reversible Errors
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The Consent Search Problem
A Radical Proposal to Deal with Distracted
Driving
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The Consent Search Problem
BY MATTHEW BOVA

Opinion Columnist

Under current case law, an officer cisely why studies of consent searches in
may perform a search if a person con states like Ohio have confirmed that over
sents. Throughout the nation, hundreds 90% of drivers that are asked to consent
of thousands of consent searches are to a search, consent. It simply cannot be
conducted every year. In fact, in 2008 that 90% of drivers actually want police to
in West Virginia, just over half of all search their belongings and interfere with
roadside searches were performed on the their travel. People consent because they
basis of consent. Some officers even ask are intimidated, and because they fear that
for consent every time they stop a vehicle. they will anger the officer if they say no.
As a Texas Appellate Court noted in 1999, As Professor Illya Lichtenberg's empirical
"[Officer] Pirtle testified that he asks for study of consent searches shows, a com
mon reaction to consent
consent to search every
searches
is "I felt a little
vehicle that he stops, re
Empirical studies
pressured
that I didn't
gardless of any suspicion
of
consent
searches
have
much
choice, due
of illegal activity." After
show
that
people
lose
to the circumstances
all, it does not take much
surrounding the incident
to obtain consent, all an
respect for the police
it would have been very,
officer needs to do is ask
a simple question, and after a consent search very inconvenient to be
locked up for the night.
receive a quick answer.
encounter.
I didn't know if that was
Then, the officer has free
an option, and I didn't
reign to search through
want to find out."
the driver's vehicle.
Most opponents of consent searches
Like many criminal procedure rules,
consent search doctrine is grounded in a focus on the liberty implications of the
legal fiction. The fiction here is that that search. The argument usually goes some
when a person says "yes" to a consent thing like this. The pro-consent search
search, that person has actually made a advocate says, "what's the big deal, if you
voluntary choice to consent. Study after are innocent you have nothing to hide."
study has confirmed that when respond The anti-consent search debater then
ing to powerful authority, people obey not responds, "it's not about guilt or inno
because they actually want to, but because cence, it's about my privacy and my right
power is difficult to resist. This is pre to travel without being searched by the

government." The "nothing to hide" ar a motorist. If police want to successfully
gument is obviously specious because the investigate criminal activity, they should
right to privacy guaranteed by the Fourth bolster community-law enforcement rela
Amendment is not
tions, not undermine
designed to protect the But what this debate often them. They can start
rights of the guilty, it
doing so by relying
misses is that consent
is designed to protect
on evidence, not the
innocent people from
searches are ineffective natural intimidation
baseless searches. The
of consent searches.
tools for stopping
best response to the
In the end, put
criminal activity
"nothing to hide" ar
ting the civil liberties
gument is, "you are
issue aside, consent
right, I am innocent,
searches do not ad
and that's precisely the point."
vance the state's interest in fighting crime.
But what this debate often misses is To reform this problem, police need to
that consent searches are ineffective tools do what police are supposed to do, fo
for stopping criminal activity. First, they cus on the evidence, and old-fashioned
are by definition, searches performed investigation.
without suspicion. Police officers who
perform them are essentially fishing for
incriminating evidence. Instead of fish
ing, police officers should be collecting
evidence, and investigating suspicious
activity. This is the best may to maximize
police resources.
Consent searches also harm com
munity and law enforcement relations.
Empirical studies of consent searches
show that people lose respect for the police
after a consent search encounter. This is
a natural reaction to the nature of con
sent searches, as they exploit the obvious
power imbalance between an officer and
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A Radical Proposal to Deal with
Distracted Driving
BY RYAN BOWEN

Opinions Editor

Today's cars have a myriad of safety seriously injured by drivers who felt that
features. Starting with the seatbelts of driving was the least important thing they
the 1950s, to airbags, traction control, were doing while behind the wheel.
crumple zones, and even computerized
Many jurisdictions do have some
systems like blind-spot alarms and lane- limit on using cell phones while driving
drift warnings have made drivers feel more or have reckless operation statutes that
secure than ever in their cars. I recently cover situations like that which hap
drove my grandpa's fully decked out Lin pened to Ms. Zaffke. However, these
coln, and I must say that the combination laws simply do not go far enough. A bill
of onboard technology really gives the car currently in the works in Virginia would
a feeling of impregnability. The downside punish drivers using cell phones with a
to all of this is that it wraps drivers in a $20 fine for the first offense, $50 for the
technological security blanket, making second. These penalties would increase to
them feel like safety
$50/$200, respectively,
is the passive concern
in 2011. This seems
of their vehicle, not
Most responsible people relatively meager from
their responsibility as
a state that punishes
would never dream of
a driver.
going >30mph over
I, however, get
getting behind the wheel the speed limit as a
to where I'm going
felony. In DC the fine
while intoxicated, but
95% of the time not
is $100 for repeat of
have no qualms about
by car, but by mo
fenders. Maryland has
torcycle, bicycle, or
taken a more aggres
carrying on multiple
good old-fashioned
sive stance, making
text conversations while texting while driving
walking. The safety
I enjoy consists of,
driving.
a misdemeanor punat most, an inch of
ishable by a fine of up
high density foam and
to $500. Yet despite
reinforced leather, or
these potential con
at worst, whatever clothing the weather sequences, an overwhelming number of
dictates on a given day. Even when I'm

drivers readily admit to talVtirvg on a cell

in the car, there is only so much that a

phone while driving, even though an equal

number agree that doing so is dangerous.
2000 Honda Civic can protect me from.
It is perhaps for these reasons that the is Most people will admit to texting as
sue of distracted driving is one that I take well. For all my sanctimony here, I too
frequently talk on the phone while driv
particular interest in.
A study conducted by the National ing, and text every now and then as well
Safety Council found that using a cell (though I try to do so only when stopped
phone use while driving raised the risk at a red light). The clear fact is that the
of an accident four times. Other studies punishments for using a phone while driv
into texting while driving found a double- ing simply aren't enough.
As a response to this, I say it's time
digit increase in the likelihood of an ac
cident, and have found comparable effects that states truly get tough on distracted
between electronic device use and being driving, particularly text messaging. To
under the influence of alcohol or drugs that end, I propose treating distracted
while driving. From my own subjective driving just as we do DUIs. Most respon
experience, I clearly remember a trip sible people would never dream of getting
behind the wheel while
on 1-95 during which ^
intoxicated, but have no
I thought I observed a
In the end, the
qualms about carrying
drunk driver ahead of
me: going unreasonably primary responsibility on multiple text conver
sations while driving.
slow and struggling to
keep his vehicle in the of the driver is the safe But what if the punish
ments were the same?
lane. When I finally
operation of his/her
In Maryland, the penalty
dared to attempt to pass
vehicle, and until
for a first-time DUI is up
said driver, it came as
people realize that,
to a year in jail and/or
less than a surprise to
find his attention direct
it's up to the states to a fine up to $1000. For
the second offense, the
ed towards the phone
protect their citizens penalties go to two pos
in his lap, rarely lifting
his gaze to the road by making sure drivers sible years in jail, fines
up to $2000, and license
ahead of him. A more
stay focused on what's suspension up to a year.
striking example comes
truly important.
The penalties go to 3
from Greg Zaffke, who
years in jail and $3000
foundedtheBlackNail ^
,
for subsequent offenses.
Brigade to raise aware
Let that sink in for a
ness about the conse
quences of distracted driving. Mr. Zaffke second. Would you really risk a year in
was inspired to take up his cause when jail and $1000 fine just to text your friend
his mother, a seasoned motorcyclist, was that you're running a little late?
Maybe this seems a little draconian
killed on her bike while waiting at a red
light by a driver who was painting her to you, and you aren't buying the whole
nails and had failed to notice either the texting/drinking analogy. Well, consider
red light or Ms. Zaffke, who was wearing this comparison then. Guns, like cars, are
full safety gear and clad in bright yellow highly regulated in terms of where and
with reflective bands. The founders and how one can use them. If I take my gun
members of FocusDriven, a similar advo outside, or even to a licensed shooting
cacy group, can all provide related tales
See Driving on Page 4
of loved ones who were needless killed or

THESE WALLS ARE FUNNY...
Welcome back from Spring Break! ing the place that restricted, tortured,
With the gorgeous weather we've been changed you. He says "These walls
having lately, it's hard to think that just are funny. First you hate 'em, then you
a few short weeks ago, we were buried get used to 'em. Enough time passes,
by Snowpacolypse. The sun is shining, you get so you depend on them. That's
birds are singing, spring is here - and institutionalized."
now I've probably totally jinxed us all
How did I go from sunshine and
and we're going to get eight more feet rainbows to violins and prison bars?
of snow next week.
Don't worry, there's a
You're welcome.
point of hopefulness,
Anyways,
"First you hate 'em,
I'll get there - trust
this time of year,
me.
then you get used to
the thawing of the
Law school can
'em. Enough time
law school and all,
sometimes feel like
has got me think
passes, you get so you a prison - at least a
ing about how we're
one. Even
depend on them. That's mental
approaching the Be
though we all volun
ginning of the End
institutionalized."
tarily elect to the priviof the semester - and
Rge of being in law
for some of us, the
school, belonging to
Beginning of the End of Law School. the educated elite of legal institutions,
It reminds me of a quote from The there are times when the stress gets to
Shawshank Redemption - best movie be too much. When the amount of work
to never win an Oscar for Best Picture, and classes and grades and assignments
hands down, end of story - that applies piles on. When you feel like you know
to our experience as law students in the the layout of the school better than your
spring semester. At one point, Morgan own home. When you see that gunner
Freeman's character talks about how in your Property class more than you
anyone could want to stay in prison,
why anyone would have a fear of leav-

See V dvLor on V c\*2e 7

Congratulations
to the new
'
President: Theresa Bowman
Vice President: Deep Singh
Day Division Senator: Nick Nikic
Part Time Division Senator: Grace Evans
4L Eve: Run-off election to be held after Spring
Break
3L Day Senator: Dan Janow, Kim Soto, Albert
Williams, Brian Rideout, Alex Varond
3L Eve Senator: Run-off election to be held after
Spring Break
2L Day Senator: Giri Iyengar, Jackie Stanley,
Matt Baker, Rob Sneckenberg, Leonard Rubin
2L Eve Senator: Patrick Connolly
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Fall from page 1.
ANIKA KESWANI

all types to the school for interviewing
and networking opportunities.
Although many part-time stu
dents are lucky to have jobs, it is im
portant to know how to stand out when
the time comes to start looking again.
The CDO can teach students how to
continue to develop our contacts, keep
our resume updated, and keep current
on our chosen field, so that when we're
ready to move on to another position,
the job search skills and network are
ready and waiting for us to use.
In addition to networking op
portunities through the CDO, we have
unique access to work with career
counselors to draw out a career vision.
Rather than falling into a rut of sending
out resumes and cover letters for any
job, we can understand how to make
ourselves more attractive to recruiters
on paper, and learn how to network
our way into our next job. Cindy noted
the importance of remembering that
practicing attorneys want to help, and
not intimidate, GW law students. We
should learn from our CDO counselors

experienced problems during the reg
istration process and is "easily able"
to handle all lLs registering during a
single day. With the randomized selec
tion process, students will not always get
into every class they want, but they may
designate one priority class, from the
Law School will avoid bumping them.
Dean DeVigne said that the Records
Office also makes a concerted effort
not to a bump a student from more than
one scheduled class and will work hard
to schedule bumped students in other
classes they want.
Dean DeVigne said that that in
formation provided can be very useful
in setting up a schedule, particularly
information on the exam schedule. Stu
dents are free to select classes with
any arrangement of examinations and
having two exams in one day is not
considered a conflict. 2L and Student
Bar Association president-elect Theresa
Bowman warned against that possibil
ity, saying, "It's really important to
check your exam schedule before final
izing your course registration. I know
a lot of people who thought they could
handle two exams in a day last semester
and ended up really regretting it."
Bowman also said that the course
evaluations available on the portal are
"incredibly useful" but that the com
ments should be taken "with a grain of
salt." 2L Caroline Pham seconded that
advice. "Ask around and find out what
professors people liked, and read the
evaluations. It's really important to find
a professor whose teaching style works

to draft persuasive
resumes and cover

how to use tViem as resources too, to
help land our next job.

advised lL,s to "be sure to take classes

letters by tailoring
them to each em
ployer, providing
more networking
opportunities for
students to meet
with attorneys and make personal con
nections, and doubling efforts to ensure
that employers who-if not hiring at the
moment-are still visible to students for
future opportunities. The CDO team took
this even further by hiring additional ca
reer counselors to increase the number of
appointments they can handle, presenting
more and varied programs and events, and
increasing efforts in bringing employers of

The CDO is one of many seem
ingly mysterious resources waiting to
be used-so pay attention the next time
you get an email from "kparente" or
"ctewksbury"...or any of our other
career counselors. There may be a gem
of information contained within to help
you land that next job.

Night Court

Behind the Email Address
Law students get a lot of emails.
Rejections from job interviews, informa
tion about speakers and programs, and of
course the weekly SBA email... It seems
like there is a constant need to check
emails and file them away. One easily
overlooked series of emails comes from
the Career Development Office (CDO),
full of regular updates on offerings, speak
ers, roundtables, and other programs to
help us find out what we want to do when
we grow up and graduate law school.
The CDO
offers a wide
range of resourc
es, and Cindy
Tewksbury, the
Associate Di
rector, is a dedi
cated resource
to help part-time
students with ca
reer development
planning. With
the CDO since
early 2007, Cindy
is the Section 11,
Section 1\, and
Intellectual Prop

erty Law Advi
sor. In this role,
she works with
students in Sec
tions 11 and 21
with their shortand long-term career goals and meets with
students interested in a career in IR She
is available for appointments on Mondays
after the CDO closes-between 5-6:30
pm-as well as by appointment.
Cindy practiced law for over 14
years, both as in-house corporate counsel
and at a large DC-based law firm. All of
the CDO counselors are former practicing
attorneys, and have a wide range of ex

periences in terms of substantive practice
areas and employer types. In addition,
many of them have been heavily engaged
in recruiting and hiring other attorneys.
Thus, students have access to counselors
who not only draw on keen knowledge
of the current legal market and hiring
practices, they also rely on personal expe
riences as attorneys in the job market to
provide us with the best possible advice.
Given the down market for recruit
ing, Cindy noted the CDO is working to
identify new ways
to improve services
to the GW Law stu
dents. The CDO
counselors sought
to find out how to
best position GW
Law students to
stand out from the
crowd b by reach
ing out to contacts
in the legal market.
Their valuable ad
vice included teach
ing students how

Moot from page 1.
are if you have an outline.
3. Practice: Practice your opening
and practice your closing. Practice your
whole speech even. Stand in front of the
mirror if you have to and look at yourself.
Do you slouch? Are you frowning? Maybe
you're stumbling over an argument or
forgetting something. Practice looking up
from your outline. This will help you be
more comfortable with the topic. I prom
ise you, the judges do not want to see the
top of your head the whole time. Also,
if you have a tendency to speed through
things, then try to slow down. The judges
want to hear your argument.
4. Get some rest: if you're well
rested, then you're less likely to freak out.
Sometimes fatigue can make us hyper
vigilant. We think things are worse than
they really are. Go to bed early and get
some rest. Yawning throughout your ar
gument or your opponents argument just
makes you seems bored and incredibly
lame, and if you have a particularly brutal
judge, you just might get called out. That
will throw off your entire game.

5. Dress smartly: if you look the
part, you will feel the part. Check your
suit in advance. If it's missing a button,
make sure you replace it. If your shirt
or tie is wrinkled, iron it. Being worried
about how you look can distract you
from the goal at hand and increase your
nervousness. This doesn't just apply to
clothes. If you regularly forget minor
details like combing your hair or putting
on chapstick, make a list of things you
need to do so you don't forget and wander
in with chapped lips and unkempt hair.
6. Don't talk to other people: if
you're on after another group, don't ask
them how it went. The judges may take
a completely different approach with you
or if theirs went particularly badly then it
can make you more nervous when in fact,
you have nothing to worry about.
7. Limit the caffeine intake: While
coffee make be useful in assisting the
bleary eyed in looking more away, too
much coffee or Red Bull will just make
you jittery. So, if you already are jittery
and nervous, try the decaf or stay away

from energy drinks all together. They
will be especially less necessary if you
have gotten as good night's sleep.
I hope these tips help you get
some peace of mind. And remember,
this is a 1L right of passage and the
hype.. .well, it's just hype. Moot court
will not make or break your law school
career. Give yourself a break, try to
relax, and if you're one of the Satur
day mooters, indulge a bit at barrister's
before heading home for a good night's
sleep.

Driving from page 3.
range, and start firing randomly, not
taking any care as to where my bullets
are headed, I'm going to go to jail.
Why? Because guns are so inherently
dangerous that using them without the
proper care is intolerable. Like guns,
cars are incredibly dangerous. Maybe
we don't think of them being as lethal
as guns, but it's true. Operating your
car in a negligent manner is no different
than doing so with a gun. In both cases
you have a dangerous instrument, and

for you," she said. 2L Navdeep Singh

that interest you. Mix in something that
isn't one of the 'bar courses' so you can
take advantage of the wide array of
offerings and have a smaller class that
really engages you."
Dean DeVigne offered advice as
well. She said that every year, "half
the 1L class" will suddenly decide it
needs to take a certain class. "Resist
the trend to pursue that one popular
class," she said, advising students to
take something they're really interested
in. She also pointed out that, after the
30 credits during the first year, students
only need another 27 credits a year to
graduate, which works out to 16 or so
classes over four semesters, "which is
not that many when you think about
it," she said. Because of that, Dean
DeVigne advised students to wisely
select the classes they do take.
For more information about the
registration schedule, see Page 7.

in both cases there can be dire conse
quences if you're not paying attention
where you're aiming, because in the end
a car is really just a 3000 lb. bullet.
Today's cars are safer than ever,
and our wireless devices have become
a necessary part of our professional
and personal lives. But in the end, the
primary responsibility of the driver is
the safe operation of his/her vehicle,
and until people realize that, it's up to
the states to protect their citizens by
making sure drivers stay focused on
what's truly important.
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Reversible Errors

Revue: The Oscars
What's That Movie Again?
Greetings, fellow law scouts!
Hey, we all know that Hollywood
loves Oscar, and as such we don't have
any choice but to love and/or watch the
Academy Awards. Here is a live Revers
ible Errors Oscars blog, submitted for your
pleasure and consideration.
8:30ish: Lookit! It's Doogie Howser, M.D., singing a clever song about
Harold and Kumar! See how his tuxedo
shimmers! What an opening, but wait!
He's not even the host! Is that Steven
Martin, star of The Jerk and Bowfinger,
who is hosting for the 38th time? And is
that not Alec Baldwin, one of the biggest
philandering slimeballs in the history of
the Silver Screen, co-presenting? That's
right, it is and they are! Listen to how they
deliver that opening monologue! Who
would have thought to start the show by
singling out many of the nominees for
abuse? Answer: the fat guy with the red
glasses who writes the damn thing every
year. It's still not funny.
8:45: Woop, here we go with the

9:33: Two minutes later, we have
Best Documentary Short Film, the
other award for a film only seventeen
people have seen. But now I have to
shut up because Music By Prudence has
won, and there's no good way to crack
wise about that film and not look like a
supreme tool, what with it being about
a girl in a wheelchair. But wait! Some
random lady wearing a purple mumu,
leather pants, and a red dye job is inter
rupting the guy with dreads. And now
the music is cutting them off. Phew.
9:35: Best Live Action Short!
A total of nineteen people have seen
these five films, collectively. Something
called The New Tenants is the winner,
and two guys with beards are speaking
their peace. Check that—they've cut
the second one off.
9:38: Ben Stiller is resplendently
dressed as a blue goat. He's giving out
the award for Best Make Up. STAR
TREK!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! At last, a
realistic film wins!

awards themselves! First up: Best Sup-

f"1""8 Avior. Ana it's ttlc guy from the

Quentin Tarantino picture—you know,
the one with the karate, Nazis, and An
gelina Jolie's husband.
8:58: Call me crazy, but there is very
little suspense in Up winning the Best
Cartoon Oscar.
9:00: Some tweens dressed as Cin
derella are presenting the Best Original
Song award. It appears that every nomi
nee is Randy Newman. And yet, some
guy named T-Bone, wearing sunglasses
indoors, has won the award.
9:13: Iron Man and Liz Lemon are
behaving strangely as they present the Best
Original Screenplay award. Well, Iron
Man is, anyway. But he's been through
a lot, that one. My viewing companions
are talking about the merits of George
Clooney versus Brad Pitt. You know, the
classics. I'm not sure of the precise rela
tionship, there, but at any rate the guy who
wrote The Meat Locker just won.
9:17: Aha! Ferris Bueller and
that one girl from the Breakfast Club
who skipped class to go shopping are
paying homage to recently-deceased
John Hughes. But no Judd Nelson. Oh
no...that dude with the beard and tinted
green glasses standing in the back would,
in fact, be Judd Nelson. John Hughes
is rolling over in his grave. Too soon?
Westbrook says yes.
9:31: It's the award for Best Ani
mated Short Film, one of at least two
awards given to films only seventeen
people have seen. Logorama—you re
member Logorama from the ad campaign,
right?—is victorious. There's a French
guy giving the longest acceptance speech
thus far, which is appropriate given the
extensive coverage of Logorama earlier
this year.

9:-44t; Let's Keep tYiis crazy tram

rolling! The Dude is introducing vignettes from A Serious Man, one of
the Best Picture nominees. I hope it
involves marmots.
9:47: Donnie Darko and the chick
from The Notebook are introducing
Best Adapted Screenplay. Precious
has won. Lenny Kravitz, everyone's
favorite son of one of the stars of The
Jeffersons (and pretend male nurse) is
moved.
9:53: It's the moment you've all
been waiting for—a quick recap of the
Governor's Awards winners! What the
hell are the Governor's Awards? Well,
Roger Corman and Lauren Bacall won
two of them.
9:55: Aaaaaand here's Mork from
Ork, who has not been funny since
Good Morning, Vietnam. He's present
ing the Best Supporting Actress award,
and thankfully has only been permitted
one off-color, unhumorous quip. A win
for Mo'nique—and a gutsy thank you
to Hattie McDaniel. Look it up.
10:06: Outstanding Art Direction.
What exactly does that mean? I'm not
sure, but Avata> gets the nod.
10:09: Henry Ford, inventor of
the Model T, and Carrie from Sex in
the City are presenting Best Costume
Design, which has gone to yet another
Victorian Era period piece. The win
ner just gave the least likeable speech
in the history of Western Civilization,
beginning with "Well, I already have
two of these..." I stopped listening
after that.
10:12: The South African girl
from Monster is wearing a dress that
appears to involve tendrils reaching

around from behind to grope her boobs.
She apparently was introducing some
thing there, from the stage. Which she
was standing on.
10:17: It's a tribute to whore movies!
Oh, that's horror movies. My disappoint
ment is boundless.
10:23: Morgan Freeman is narrating
something, but it isn't about the Olympics.
It's Best Sound Editing, and The Meat
Locker has taken another award. Without
a pause, the selfsame film (it is The Meat
Locker, isn't it?") has won the other award
that has to do with sound.

10:28: It's a recap of the tech
awards. The presenter has just made fun
of the tech awards.
10:34: The mean girl from Speed
(and the smash hit sequel, Speed 2) is list
ing the Best Cinematography nominees.
Guess who wins? The video game with
the blue people.
10:37: G.I. Jane just introduced
James Taylor, who is singing a Beatles
song. This makes sense.
10:45: Over two hours later, we
get the interpretive dance portion of the
Opening Ceremony. But I don't see the
damn torch. Or Bode Miller. I hope we
win the four man bobsled medal again—but the Ed Asner vehicle with the talking
dog wins instead. The girls in the room

tearfully rejoice.
10:54: Outstanding Visual Effects.
Your choices are: blue aliens, yellow
aliens, or pointy-eared aliens. The blue
aliens win.
11:01: Is this thing still going on?
The guy from Dogma (not George
Carlin, the other one) is presenting
Best Documentary. Some movie that
complains about food wins.
11:09: Best Editing: The Meat
Locker. I don't get what's so awesome
about a butcher shop, but whatever.

11:15: The guy who used to work
at Blockbuster and the zombie director
present Best Foreign Language Film.
Argentina gets the weird little statue.
11:25: Famous former co-stars are
telling amusing anecdotes and offering
forced testimonials about the current
Best Actor nominees. One of 'em just
made The Dude tear up a little.
11:33: Eight minutes later—yes,
eight whole minutes later—El Duderino
is the Best Actor of the year. There is
justice in the universe.
11:40: Here we go with the testi
monials for Best Actress. Peter Saarsgaard appears to be losing his hair.

See Oscars on Page 1
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Baked, Corked, and
Disgusting
BY JOON SONG

Columnist
Drink wine often enough and
it will happen: you will get a bad
bottle. That big purchase and all that
anticipation gone quite literally down
the drain.
This happens nearly indiscrimi
nately, in the privacy of your home and
in front of a date or an important busi
ness client at a swank restaurant. So
how can you tell whether a bottle is bad
or whether it's just not your style?
I always liken this distinction to
a similar one I make among people.
For instance, I know a lot of very intel
ligent people whose opinions I disagree
with. I know they're smart, but I just
don't care for them. In wine terms, I
know that a lot of California Chardonnays are well-made, but I just don't like
them. A lot of people might not like
Beaujolais because it's too light and
acidic, Irouleguy because it's too darn
strange, or Blaufrankisch because it's
hard to pronounce.
But I digress. Most
of the bottles you'll drink
will be fine, but you'll
inevitably come across a
few bad ones. It's bard to'
)

avoid them, but here are

been baked. The color of the wine, if
originally a vibrant red, can fade to a
bricky red-orange. Not very nice.
Then again, the store itself might
be at a proper storage temperature
(around 53-57 degreesTahrenheit) but
the wines might have gone through hell
to get there. Think about it. Once the
wines are bottled and released from the
winery, they have to travel. Oftentimes
it will be by car, train, and boat. What
happens if the particular boat has to
travel through the Panama Canal at
the peak of summer? And what hap
pens if, after being unloaded at a port,
the particular shipment of wine is in a
metal container waiting inspection for
a month? You wouldn't want to eat
an apple after it's been through such
conditions—why is a bottle of wine
any different?*
Even if a bottle of wine is not
baked, it might still be afflicted with
what is known as cork taint. A bottle
thus tainted is "corked."
You will be able to dis
tinguish a corked bottle
because it might taste
and smell a bit like mold

Need to Get
the Word Out?
Advertise in Nota Bene!
1/8 Page - $50 (20 square inches)
1/4 Page - $75 (40 square inches)
1/2 Page - $100 (80 square inches)
Full Page - $150 (160 square
inches)

Email notabene@law.gwu.edu for
our publishing schedule.

or wet newspaper. It's

a few pointers to increasei
not caused by mold but
your chances of success.
rather by the incidence
First, look at the
of a compound called
label and the cork. If the
TCA, or 2,4,6-trichlolabel has wine stains that's
roanisole. Despite the
a sign that the bottle might
scary name, TCA isn't
not have been stored prop
harmful—it's just dis
erly, or that it or another
gusting (like GTLC).
bottle around it was leaking. If the
The problem with TCA is that it's
cork seems to protrude a bit from the Up
nearly impossible to detect before you
of the bottle, or if it seems to be stuck
open a bottle. Some estimates state that
deep inside the neck of the bottle, that
seven percent of all bottles closed with
might also mean the bottle was stored
corks are affected by TCA, which have
improperly or in a
led some producers
hot location. This
to use synthetic corks
is why bottles are
orscrewtops. (How
Most of the bottles
stored sideways or
ever, such bottles can
you 7/ drink will be fine, be prone to sulphieven upside down:
cork should remain
but you 7/ inevitably
disation, which is a
wet and moist so as
concentration
of the
come across a few bad
to form a strong seal
sulfur dioxide used
ones. It's hard to avoid as a stabilizer!)
against oxygen. If
the cork gets dry,
With all the
them, but here are a few
then that means oxy
things that can go
pointers to increase your wrong with wine,
gen can get in and
ruin the wine.
chances of success.
why buy? it can be
You might also
frustrating, sure, but
look at the capsule
in that regard it's a
(the foil covering the
lot like, I don't know,
top of the bottle). If the capsule is very
love. Wine is worth the risk, but be sure
tight that might mean that some wine
to avoid bottles with obvious defects
seeped from the bottle and then dried
and inferior wine shops. And, unlike
between the bottle and the capsule. If
love, if you do get a bad bottle of wine
you are able to turn the capsule a Uttle
most places will give you your money
by twisting it, that's generaUy a more
back.
positive sign.
* Kermit Lynch Wine Merchant
While you're busy doing all these
in Berkeley, CA, and Ansonia Wines
weird things to the bottle, you might
and Weygandt-Metzler Wine Importing
as well take a look around you. Is the
here in DC all use refrigerated shipping
store, um, hot? If it's really hot in the
containers to transport their wines from
store that's a sign that the wines might
the Old Country. Going to Ansonia or
have gotten overheated, leading to a
Weygandt and getting a botde of wine
condition known as a "baked bottle."
is like going to a Farmer's Market.
Baked bottles of wine taste duU, flat,
and sometimes literally like they've

Ask Yunji!
BY YUNJI KIM

Columnist

Dear Yunji,
Do you think law school was worth it?
Yours truly,
Ambivalent in Adams Morgan
Dear Ambivalent,
The answer changes according to what mood I'm in. There have been many,
many moments when I have asked myself that question. Only, it usually isn't
so much a question I contemplatively pose, but more of a loud "Whyyyyyy?!"
that blares inside my head. When I'm hungry and tired, and once again the
omnipresent undergraduate population lengthens my Starbucks wait, I tend to
ask myself, "Why didn't I stay in my hometown where my caffeine addiction is
more easily fed?" That clear, pleasant sound of pretty gold and silver coloured
Loonies and Toonies tinkling on the Tim Hortons countertop -it's almost enough
some days for me to start cleaning out my lockers.
But like all questions that doubt the worthiness of one's present state of be
ing, the potency of your question dissipates with time. Try to conjure memories
of those nice, chatty and hopelessly unproductive afternoons where your- open
textbooks are left unread. Or think of those moments when you sit back and
realize that, the people laughing with you right now are probably going to be
judges, partners, and lawmakers someday. The toll law school has had on you
won't seem so high.
Thinking positive is difficult. But you can't change the fact of your enroll
ment and the hefty non-refundable investment you have made. So just try to
change your point of view instead.
Sincerely,
Yunji
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Back to
Prom:
Barrister's
Ball <10!
BY LAUREN SCHMIDT

Columnist
This year's Barristers' Ball promises
to be an absolute smash! The event will
take place on Friday, March 19th at the
Andrew W. Mellon Auditorium, from
9pm until 1:30 am, complete with open
bar (beer, wine, and liquor) and heavy
hors-d'oeuvres. And, this is the first time
in long time that the Barrister's Ball will be
held at a unique Washington, D.C. venue
rather than a hotel.
The Andrew W. Mellon Auditorium
is a beautiful historic building located at
1301 Constitution Avenue, NW. It was
designed in the Neoclassical style by San
Francisco architect Arthur Brown, Jr.
between 1926 and 1931, and has been
described as "one of the most magnificent
auditoriums in the country." Vice Presi
dent of Programming Phil Havenstein
explains, "the M: lion Auditorium is truly
a one-of-a-kind venue that is unique to
our nation's capital. It has been the site
of many significant national and inter
national events and the 2010 GW Law
Barristers' Ball will no doubt be simi-

larly historically significant." The nearest
metro stop is Federal Triangle, with access
to to the blue and orange lines.
Ticket sales begin Tuesday, March
9th and run until the day of the Ball.
Regular tickets cost $50 and non-alcoholic
tickets cost $40. While there is no strict
dress code, most opt for semi-formal at
tire. A good time is always had by all - just
imagine prom with copious amounts of
alcohol and law school friends- fabulous!
Don't miss this amazing event!

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

March 8

VIarch 9

March 10

M arch 11

March 12

It Advising Schedule

CLINIC OPEN
HOI SE
Faculty Conf. Center
1:30p.m.' 5:30p.m.

ACADEMIC
ADVISING FAIR

Joint Degree Advising
(by appaintm ent)

Joint Degree Advising
(by a ppo intm ent)

Great Room
2:30p.m. - 6:00p.m.
Drawing for chance
to win guaranteed
course registration at
the Fair

11. A dvising Schedule
8:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Section 21
Room L202

Wait List Results Posted

• ii :00a.m.~ 12:00 noun
Section 13
Rtiom 1.101 (Jacob
Burns Moot C ourt
Ho o m)

it Advising Schedule

* 1:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m.
Section 11
Room IXIOI

• 11:00 a.m.-12:00
noon
Section 12
Room L101

» 4:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Section 14
Room STL 101

• 1:30p.m.~2:30p.m.
Section 15
Room L101

Academic Advising
4:00pan.- 6:00p.m.

Academic A dvising
4:00p.m. - 6:00p.m.

CLINIC PIZZA AND
MOVIE
II105, G Street
12:00 noon-1:00p.m
21. D ay & evening,
3L Eve and LL.M.s
Sign Wait List
l#.\DL!NI> HrttSl BMHTtNL
tUNK APPLICATIONS

Academic Advising
10:00 a.m.-12:00 noon
4:00p.m.- 6:00p.m.

Academic Advising
11:00a.m. - 1:00p.m.

March 15

March 16

March 17

March IS

March 19

REGISTRATION
2L Day & Evening,
31. E ve and LL.M.s
7:00a.m. - 8 :00p.m.

REGISTRATION
2L Day & Evening.
U Eve and LL.M.s
7:00a.m. 8:00p.m.

Check Closed
Class List

REGISTRATION
1L Day and Evening
7:00a.m. -8:00p.m.

Registration results
posted ~ or early the
following week

Academic Advising

A ca dem icA dvisi ng

Academic Advising

Academic Advising

10:00 a.m.'J2:00 noon
4:00p.m. - 6:00p.m.
7:00p.m. - 9:00p.m.

11:00 a.m -1:00p.m.
4:00p.m. - 6:00p.m.

11:00 a.m. -1:00p.m.
4:00p.m. - 6:4)0p.m.
?d)0 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

10:00 a.m.-12:00 noon
4:00p.m. - 6:00p.m.

Registration Results
Posted

Joint Degree Advising
(by appointment)

All Academic Advising will b e held in t he Records Distribution Center unless otherwise noted.

Oscars from page 5.
11:48: The guy from the film
about milk is actually finally presenting
tbe Best Actress Award. The universe
has folded back upon itself as Sandra

Bullock has triumphed. For a role
Julia Roberts turned down. Boom—
roasted!
11:52: Hey! Look who they
let out of the playroom—that actress
who played Dolly! More interestingly,
Titanic-man has lost to his ex-wife, the
first-ever female Best Director. The
Meat Locker has had a very successful
night, liberally kicking the blue alien

Mellon Auditorium Get Excited!

picture's butt.
11.58: Oops, here's the guy from
Big to present Best Picture—and the

winner is The Hurt Locker, which I
had not realized would win Best Picture
back when I started calling it The Meat
Locker. My bad. Westbrook says she
knew the whole time.
12:01: And there you have it—an
other year, another batch of movies I
really should have seen already (except
for Star Trek, which I did), and maybe
might see in a month and a half when
I'm busy not studying for the bar.

i

Editor

jrompage 3>.

see your own spouse. When you think
"Dear God, why didn't I just stay in
my secretarial job again?" It can get to
the point when you start to question
what's it all for.
But then there are times that
you realize that you thrive on the
schedule, the rhythms of legal life.
When your professor praises you in
class. When the case clicks in your
head. When you grab a beer after
class and think "Hey, I'm really glad
these are my law school friends."
Enter the Spring. When it
comes down to it, as much as we can
hate the stress and the grind, we are
a very, very lucky bunch. And spring
is the time to see how lucky we are.
EJF Auction, Law Revue, Barrister's
Ball - all these activities for which we
pay an obscene amount in tuition
for, these are times when GW Law
comes together to celebrate the com
munity that is the foundation of our
lofty and legal ivory tower. There are
those who would say how silly it is
to socialize when, oh no, I have 215
pages of Federal Income Tax reading,
an appellate brief due, and I haven't
even looked at oudines. But think of it
this way - to jump into spring, to take
advantage of these social opportuni
ties, especially for 3Ls, IS part of your
academic experience. These are your
colleagues - these are the people to
consult in practice, in the real world.
So, while we're all institutionalized in
the stress-ball known as law school,
we should take the time to enjoy the
"fake world" - to find our friends
here and keep them close. Depend
on them as much as you depend on
these walls welcoming you back from
afar, sheltering you when you study,
and still standing when you walk out
in cap and gown.
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Fat-bottomed girls may make the rockin' world go 'round - but, dude, you re really
pushing it.

TAURUS (APRIL- 20—MAY 20)
When God closes a door, he opens a bottle of champagne. Or something like that. I
always forget how it goes.

GEMINI (MAY 21—JUNE 21)
If you're looking for the answers, you're sure as hell not going to find them in the
Nota Bene horoscopes section, jeeze.

CANCER (JUNE 22—JULY 22)
We're all onto you.

GW LAW General Body Meeting
Please join the GW Law Association for Women for its first
general body meeting of the spring semester. Lunch will be
provided as we discuss our very exciting upcoming events, in
cluding the Women in the Judiciary career panel and the Belva
Lockwood Luncheon. All female students welcome! Hope to
see you there!
12:00-1:00PM, SCC
Fighting the Just War: Researching Humanitarian Law
and the Law of War
For more information, please contact Jason Hawkins, Refer
ence/National Security & International Commerce Librarian,
jhawkinsl@law.gwu.edu, or Herb Somers, Foreign/Interna
tional Law Librarian, hsomers@law.gwu.edu.
2:45-3:40PM, Stu302
Citizens United Event

ARIES (MARCH 21—APRIL 19)

4

On January 21st, the Supreme Court issued its decision in
Citizens United v. FEC, ruling (5-4) that corporations have a
constitutional right to make unlimited independent expendi
tures directly supporting or opposing candidates for elected
office, including for President, legislators and judges. The GW
chapter of the American Constitution Society will sponsor a
program discussing that decision, its impact on elections, and
possible legislative responses from 3:50-5:15 pm on Wednes
day March 10, 2010 in the Jacob Burns Moot Court Room.
The program will be moderated by Associate Dean Alan Mor
rison; Professor Lawrence Mitchell and Dawn Nunziato will
be featured presenters.
3:50-5:15PM, Jacob Burns Moot Courtroom

Friday March 12th
U.S. Department of State Office of the Legal Adviser Visits
GW
As part of the International Law Society's International Law
Week 2010, attorneys from the U.S. Department of State Of
fice of the Legal Adviser will visit GW and speak with stu
dents about the role of the State Department in international
law, hiring, and the inner-workings of "L." RSVP preferred on
the International Law Society TWEN page.
4:30-6:00PM, StulOl

Saturday March 13th
EJF Race for Justice 5K Run/Walk
Registration open to all through active.com. Registration
available at http://tiny.ee/raceforjustice TEAM discounts
available for teams that sign up in person in the Hard Lounge.
Look for dates and times in late February and early March.
Questions? Contact Shireen Husain at shusain@law.gwu.edu
or Sarah Podmaniczky at spodmaniczky@law.gwu.edu
8:00-10:00AM, Hains Point

LEO (JULY 23—AUG. 22)

The economy may be improving, but not for the likes of you - though I did hear that
there was an opening at Camelot, you should totally check that out.

VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEPT. 22)
Go ahead and splurge your spring loans - it's like fake money anyways, no one will
know the difference...

LIBRA (SEPT. 23—OCT. 23)
They say that everyone thinks they have good taste and a sense of humor, but no one
can really have both. Looks like you're out of luck.

SCORPIO (OCT. 24—NOV. 21)
Avoid law students.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22—DEC. 21)
Those phones in the classroom are NOT for your personal use, ew.

CAPRICORN (DEC. 22—JAN. 19)
Psst, there's a secret prize for you at this year's EJF auction - the naming rights for
the E Building. You should totally get on that.

AQUARIUS (JAN. 20—FEB. 18)
I think you should think about becoming the horoscope columnist for next year

because, wow, I'm tired of being witty. I'd rather be drinking a beer and playing
Mario Bros, on Wii than entertaining you in print.

PISCES (FEB. 19—MARCH 20)
This week isn't a good one for you. Next week doesn't look too good either. Yikes.
Sorry about that.

Hearsay
Function: noun
1 : evidence based on an out of court statement
2 : hilarious statements made around GW Law

Overheard:
In the Hard Lounge - " "Alcohol is t he universal social
lubricant. Don't go against thousands of years of experi
ence."
In Patent Law:
Judge Rader: "OK, what's an easy thing in ch emistry?
Gene splicing?"
Student: "Boiling wat er."
Judge Rader: "Um, OK. Wh at's an easy compound?"
Student: "Methamphetamine."
Judge Rader: "... Let's talk about baking a cake."
In the Hard Lounge: " After three years, I've at least
learned the difference between wine hangovers and beer
hangovers. That's useful."

Hear something funny in c lass or around the law
school? Email Hearsay at notabene@law.gwu.edu

